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Just behind the Cathedral is St. George's Square. The buildings around it are the residences of the canons, and on the right you can see the old building, which at the end of the 18th century on the orders of Empress Maria Theresa was turned into a home for nobles who fell in difficult times. The square takes its name from the centuries-
old Church of St. George, which has a Baroque facade and is easily recognizable thanks to the twin bell towers that are the hallmark of the castle skyline. The appearance of the church was significantly altered by the work done over the centuries, and restoration work on the inside brought to light the original Romanesque structure, dating
back to 1100. Dating from the Middle Ages is a series of ceiling frescoes above the high altar, while the work of baroque reconstruction has given us a beautiful staircase descended into the crypt, as well as the beautiful chapel of St. John nepomuk. The huge monastery of St. George, built to the left of the church, is home to a magnificent
part of the 19th century National Gallery, featuring paintings, furniture, objects, furniture and clothing. If you follow the road that is curly along the right side of the church, you will come to the seventeenth century Lobkowicz Palace, the most important private residence inside the perimeter of the castle wall. Inside, beautifully restored and
painstakingly restored by the owners, there is now a magnificent museum. One of the most popular with tourists, the museum displays a wonderful collection of the Lobkovich family, which includes beautiful porcelain and ceramics, as well as a series of paintings by Italian, German and Spanish masters such as Velazquez, Cranach and
Canaletto, and above all, the famous breathless Haymaking of Peter Bruegel the Elder, a true masterpiece. The museum has a large section dedicated to music, in which you can see the period of instruments and notes, including some originals of Mozart and above all Beethoven, including the music of his two famous symphonies, the
Fourth and Fifth. Interesting fact: the Lobkovich family has a Jewish origin and twice was deprived of the palace: first by the Nazis and then by the Communists. Only in 2012, after a twelve-year trial, thanks to the laws of Czech President Vaclav Havel, the ownership was restored to the Lobkovich family, which opened a museum there in
2007.  Results 1 - 10 of 467 Prev 1 2 3 4 5 Next The best way to know Prague, its history and present and most important attractions. 25 Cafe in Prague 31 Place of the Republic - Powder Tower - Municipal House 49 Ungelt 96 St. George's Basilica More than you plan to visit Prague? You don't like organized tours of the city, during which
you are limited by other tourists and limited in Guide? If so, then you are in the right place. Our travel agency has prepared the perfect solution for you in the form of an audio guide Prague. Once you've paid 499 ZAK (i.e. about 19.9 euros), you can download: 100 MP3 entries in English, including general information about Prague and the
Czech Republic, and, of course, descriptions of the most important and interesting attractions in the historic centre of Prague. Map of the historic center of Prague with pro-ware places with records. A list of records. Several discount coupons (e.g. for Czech crystal shops, typical Czech restaurants, etc.). The list of useful phone numbers
(e.g. police, ambulance, embassies, where to call in case you lose your credit cards,...) you will be able to listen to our audio recordings on any MP3 support device - for example, iPod, mobile phone, etc. Or do you prefer any language other than English? Then we have another solution prepared for you - Audio Guide Prague Package.
Once you have paid 1190 ZAK (i.e. about 48 euros), you will receive our order form. Just let us know the date when you will be in Prague and in what hotel. When you arrive, ask for your package at the front desk, it will already be delivered there for you. For the same price you get: MP3 player, headphones and batteries. 100 MP3 entries
are available in English, Deutsch, Espa'ol, Pardz, Italiano, Francois, q⽂版, ⽇本語. Each language version includes: 25 pieces of general information 75 descriptions of the most important attractions in the center. A map of the historic center of Prague with a list of records, useful phone numbers and several discount coupons. Delivery of
the package to the hotel. The explanations are in an unconventional, fun and at the same time educational form of conversation between the Prague guide, Anna, and the tourist Tom. Tom asks Anna about almost everything you ask yourself. For the most authentic listening, Anna's voice is provided by her native Czech, who speaks fluent
English, and for Tom, of course, we borrowed the voice of the native English speaker. Conversations with taste and thematically are accompanied by music and various sound effects. You can get a better impression by listening to free samples. The whole project is based on centuries of experience of Prague tour guides. You can find a
list of topics and visited the attractions in a section entitled List of Entries. You can also get a good idea by looking at the map of Prague. ARE YOU INTERESTED? If so, don't delay and buy our Audio Guide Prague. Why should you buy an Audio Guide to Prague? You can download it and prepare in the comfort of your own home, so
saving a lot of time during your actual visit to Prague for the one price you description of many common themes that interest all visitors to Prague with the description of the WHOLE historical center of Prague and its attractions, not just parts, as is usually the case with other companies you will be able to complete a time tour of Prague
according to your own personal and time needs you just choose a section that you are interested in listening to and go where you want During your visit to Prague you will not need to carry a heavy guide around you will not lose time trying to find tourist services you will not be limited to the needs of other tourists in the group In short. Buy
the audio guide Prague and BECOME YOUR OWN PRAGUE GUIDE! On behalf of the audio guide of the Prague travel agent, we wish you a pleasant and pleasant visit to Prague. Prague Select one of these three free options to listen to Rick Steves Eastern Europe Audio Tours prague: Get audio Europe app! This is the easiest and best
experience if you have an iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, or Android. Find out more about Rick Steves Audio Europe or download the app right now: Prefer podcasts? Get Rick Steves Eastern Europe Audio Tours on Apple Podcasts, or find it in your favorite podcast app. Need help? Read our Podcast of frequently asked questions. Download
the mp3 files below and transfer to any mp3 player or play them on your computer. Mp3 audio tours have no breaks on chapters or subtitles. How to download: The ability to save will appear with the following action on your device: PC: Right click on download links below Mac: Control click links to download below Android: Click and hold
the download link iOS: iPhones etc. don't let it (get the app instead!) Prague Audio Tours Prague City Walk Or Download (en) Download map 4 of the 5 rankings 06-18-2018 Hello! Very good, I like that) Image viatorDuration:3 hoursDeparts:Prague CastleReturns:Vaclavsk nom., 110 00 Nove Place, CzechiaDownload vividly narrated mp3
audio guide combined with a map detailing the area of your tour. This audio tour takes you through many of Prague's historic sites as you travel along the Vltava River. You will see a combination of historical and modern architecture that tells the story of an ever-changing and evolving city over the last millennium. ItineraryThis a typical
route for this productTop In: Prague Castle, Prague, BohemiaSome from places you'll be able to visit include: Wenceslas SquarePrague Castlethe Astronomical Clock Monastery St. AgnesDuration: 2 hoursSelf-Guided Audio TourSelf-paced'mp file folder audio and maploadDownable link to download mp3 file Tour We offer you our
professional guides to give a tour of Prague Castle in the following languages: Czech, English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian and Korean. A standard tour takes you to St. Vitus Cathedral and the Old Royal Palace. Running time: 1 hour. You can plan a tour for both individuals and groups. We also offer individual tours. Due to
the increased demand during the tourist season, we recommend that you make a reservation. Price: 100 KPC/hour/person. Tickets for the tours can be purchased only at the Information Center in the Third Yard. Audio guide We offer you the service of audio guide. It contains a total of 96 seats in Prague Castle. The recording is about
three hours and each visitor can thus choose the areas they want to know more about. Audioguide is available in the following languages: Czech, English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Russian. Each device includes all languages, so you can switch them at any time during the tour. The audio guide contains not only information
about the exterior of Prague Castle, but also about the interior of St. Vitus Cathedral, St. George's Basilica and the Old Royal Palace. Price: 200, - KPC/device. Audio guides can be purchased in information centers in the Second and Third yards. Courtyard. ferrous and non-ferrous metals pdf. ferrous and non-ferrous metals used in
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